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MINUTES OF EVIDeNCE TAKEN BEFORE 
THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTBE 
THURSDAY 4 JULY 1996 
Members present: 
Mr David Howell, in the Chair · 
Mr Mike Gapes Sir John Stanley 
Sir Jim Leister Mr David Sumberg 
Mr Ted Ri;>wlands Mr Roben Wareing 
Mr P~cer Shore 
STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER OREJA 
Thank you. Mr Chairman, for inviting me to appear before the Committee. 
59 
In che past, I have been on both sides of thi~ particular fence: ,chainnan of the equivalent commitcee in 
the Spanish Cortes. and Foreign Minister appearing before iL So I know that you will want to devote most 
of the time 10· your questions. 
Today, as Commissioner responsible for the IGC let me make a few points on the Conference. 
1. · The first point concerns the nature of this TGC. In my opinion this IGC is not directed-as was the 
Treaty of Maastricht-at extending the Union's activities into new areas. Rather ics aim is "to make che 
Treaty work". 
That means correcting ics faults, and bringing it up-to-date, so that it works properly today: It means 
making the changes necessary so that it works properly tomorrow-that is, after enlargement. 
The key word, therefore. is "modcmisacion": precisely so that the Union can best serve the interests of 
member staces and of individuals. 
2. The second point iJ' 1hat the TGC is not an end in irself. it is the means 10 an end. And that end is to 
guarantee and reinforce the values chat lie ac rhe bean of· our societies: democracy and open economics. 
We are in a period of unprecedented change. brought on by the emergence of a world-wide economy, and 
the information society. And inside Europe, we are faced wich enlargement. This is important to the countries 
concerned. But it is iinportant for our own peace and prosperity as well. 
That is why the Commission's interest is not in new powers, but in a Treaty. that is strong enough to 
deal-effectively and llcitibly-wich che changes the future will bring. We should not lose sight of this 
broader conte~t. 
3. My third point concerns more speci/lC(llly the quesriori of enlargement. I think public opinion under-
stands the importance of enlargement it.,;elf, and the need to adapt our syscem to a Union virtually twice a.~ 
large as the United States. 
Whatever the exacc timing, the countdown towards enlargement has begun. The notion thac we mighc 
prolong. or postpone che IGC is politically unwi$e. We have to prepare for enlaraement. now. 
That lea.di me to the subslance of ttie lGC itself. We need to make progrc$s in.several areas if we are to 
find an answer to Che re,1 concem11 of individuals. 
4. Their fir.rt concern is prosperity. There i11 a general worry about unemployment and job security. and 
all member states have to be concerned about the competitiveness of their own economies. and thac of the 
Union a., a whole. 
The cost of princin& and publishin; these Minutes of Evidence is estim11tcd by HMSO at £1,725. 
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Growlh, competitiveness, and employment go hand-in-hand, for only a competitive economy can create 
lasting jobs. That means: . 
-to make lhe Single Market work, and complete. the process of liberalizing procected markets; 
-and chat means to take a praccical approach to unemployment. The prime responsibility will remain with 
the member States, and we certainly cannot create jobs by modifying che Treaty. But the Union can define 
a framework for better coordination and cooperation of national policies. · 
5. The second concern is .,ecuriry. 
The Union has never been only a maner of economics. It covers mariy other issues, and individuals are 
rightly concerned about in.security. The so-called "third pillar" has not worked well. We have made little or 
no progress on the issues which directly affect citizens throughout lhe Union, terrorism, cross-border crime, 
immigration, asylum, extradition. drugs traffic. 
Lifo within the Union has become much more international for all of us. Our police forces and other 
authorities arc struggling .to catch up witb these developmencs, and need che appropriat.e working methods. 
We all have an interest in seeing more effective joint action against crime and teITOrism. We all have an 
interest in seeing more effective European action on extradition and in a more hannonized approach to 
asylum and immigration. We all have an interest to deal with conflict over child custody, when a mixed-
nationality couple divorces. We want progress in reducing the supply of drugs and chis requires more 
effective cooperation and coordination. 
6. From inlemal securiry, J should li/u to pass to external security. That also is a concern for individuals, 
for they see instability and wars on tlu! frontiers of the Union irselj. 
Europe has. seen an unpreceden.ted period of peace and prosperity, in the la-it half-century. Member states 
h.ave defended their interests, and achieved greater influence. by acting together-both in the Union and in 
NA TO. The challenge now is co guarantee and extend the stability we all enjoy, in a period of new 
uncertainties. That is why we need a finner basis for the Common Foreign and Security Policy. 
This is an area where the Union can benefit greatly from the United Kingdom's expenise. You have built 
up over the decades and centuries, a profound understanding of the responsibilities implied by a real foreign 
policy, and extensive links with all pans of the world. The Union looks to countries such as che United 
Kingdom co bring their experience to bear, and play a leading role. 
The Commission recognises lhc intergovemmeoral nature of the "second pillar'', and we want to reinforce 
and clarify existing roles. rather than invent new functions. Our aim is to ensure a consistent approach, 
integrating the various aspects of external relations. including the Community's craditional responsibilities 
in external economic relations. 
But the general point remains: our experience--especially within NATO-shows that we do not compro-
mise or lose effective control, if we act. cogether. The influence of a member. State can be greater when 
working lhrough and wich the support of the Union. 
7. Finally, public opinion e;cpects-qu.ite righ.Jly-that our procedures and institutions work effectively. 
That means streamlining chem in preparation for enlargement. There are many aspects co this. I would 
i:;imply recall that the ·aim is to combine efficiency and legicimacy. 
The key issue is whether unanimity can be maintained as a decision-making rule. 
You know that qualified m;ijority voting has been instrumental to getting the 'Single Market legislation 
adopted. ll hu become the commonest form of decision-making. In practice, it encourages the search for 
consensus that all can live with, rather than the outvoting of a minority. It has been very beneficial, including 
and perhaps especially-in pursuit of the UK's interestS. 
The Commission recognises I.hat there a.re subject.~ for which che decision-making hut'dle should possibly 
be set especially high, for example, through a super-qualified majority. And we know QMV is generally 
inappropriate to constitutional issues or Treaty changes which have to .be ratified by national Parliaments. 
But we want a system in which qualified majority is the general rule, and any exceptions logically justified . 
l4J 005 
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8. I should like to finish, Mr Chairman; on the question of perceprions. That chere is disagreement about 
certain aspects of the IGC is nonnal: othe1Wise, what would there be to negotiate? That Chere arc sometimes 
completely different pet"Cepcions, either about what is happening or about what is intended, is more worrying 
and can lead to serious miscalculations. 
-For example, there are confused perceptions about the nature of the Union. It is an original system. ft is 
"sui generis", but within it each Member State has equal rights, and can defend its interests. 
-There are also different perceptions about "flexibility". This is not a universal solution. either to undo the. 
past or to prepare the future. · 
Any right for the minority to opt out has in logic to be balanced by a right.for the majority co go forward. 
Recognising the rights of the majority is in fact one way in which the debate on flexibility has developed 
since Maascricht. 
That underlines the desirability of achieving progress on the basis of consensus. But chat requires that all 
the member states manifo~c, in their positions and their proposals, a ma! desire to make progress, 
''Flexibility" is a last resort, not a substitute for ambition. 
Mr Chairman, the governments have to chart the way forward for the Union. They will want to work on 
the basis of unity and consent. But any negotiation requires mutual crust and confidence. It is not only a 
question of one or two member states defining their position vis-a-vis the others. as it has sometimes 
appeared in the past. It is also a question of how the majority perceive the atticudc of the minority. 
We all have a part to play in restoring that trust and confidence. The negotiations are starting. I therefore 
look forward co closer cooperation with the United Kingdom in the months ahead. ' 
141006 
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MR MARCELINO <?R~A. Member of the Commission of the European Communities. MR DANIEL CALLEJA. 
Chef ~c. Cabmcl and MR NIGEL EVANS, Counsellor, lntergovemmental Conference Task f,"orce 
Comn11ss1on of the European Communities. examined. · ' 
Chairman 
280._ I . would like to begin by welcoming you, 
Comm1ss1oncr, and thanking you very much with 
your colleagues for coming here this morning. It is 
v~ry valuable for us in the Committee to hear your 
views. We apprcciale very much the time you have 
raken in coming here to. London t<) sec us. As you 
know, Commissioner, we are in this Committee 
entrust£d to report to Parliament as a whole Oil the 
progress in the Intergovernmental Conference and 
obviously on our own national policies and attitudes 
tow~ds the IGC. You are empowered by rhe 
President to be the Commissione.r in charge of the 
ins_titutional affairs and the lGC, so you really are 
uniquely plHCcd lo help us with this inquil"y. I believe 
you wanced to make a brief opening statemcnr. We 
have had a paper from you which we have read with 
great incercsl. Ir is extremely dear and we are very 
grateful for that. I think a.~ you recognise, dialogue is 
the best wa)'. forv:7ard in the CommitLCc, so perhaps 
you would JUSt like to make one or two headline 
points out uf your paper and then if we may we would 
like to enter into questions and answers. · 
(Mr Oreja) Thank you very much. Chairman. As 
I have presented a paper t(> be wriLLCn into rhe record, 
perhaps, if you agree. it is not necessary that J insist 
on the points I mention there. I am at your disposal. 
Bue lee me just say how pleased and honoured I am 
to be here today. I have been chairman or the 
corresponding committee in the Spanii,h Cortes for 
several yea~. so I find it rather comfortable to be here, 
although Lhis Lime on the other side of the barrier! The 
way you pursue the is5uei1, the control of government, 
what is happening in Europe, is a good example for 
other Parliaments. It is not easy for a Commissioner · 
robe here. in front of this Committee, but I am looking 
forward to having lhis exchange of views. We are at 
a key moment, We have just had a European Council 
meeLing, and I am going ro Cork romorrow for a kind 
of seminar on the· preparation and the work of the Irish 
Presidency on che Jntcrgovcrnmcnlal Conference 
concentrating on rhe preparation of the Europca~ 
Council in Octobel" {Dublin I). It is really a crucial 
momcnL lo have Lhis eKchange of views. I am most 
interested to have your remarks, your questions and 
your comments. I am at your di:;posal to try to answer 
your questions. Perhaps my two colleagues. the head 
ofmy private office. Mr Daniel Calleja. and Mr Nigel 
Evanl;, can also intervene on de1ail. 
281. Thank you very much indeed. As 1 say. we 
have l"ead your paper and it i$ very clear and helpful. 
Could 1 begin wilh a rather seneral question which is. 
whal asscssmenl have you and your colleagues made 
of the progress lo dute ror Lhe Intergovernmental 
Conference? Since you mcnLion your trip to lreland, 
do you think it is realistic to aim for this idea of 
presenting some revisions of the Treaties in time for 
the Dublin European Council? Is that going to be 
possible? . 
(Mr Ort'ju) Yes, I think so. We started this 
InLe.rgovernmental Conference. as you know, in 
Tunn, and before LhaL we had had six months of the 
Reflection Group. The work of the ReHcction Group 
was useful. lr was nn exchange of views, which 
corresponds to what a Reflection Group should do. 
There h~ always been more or less a Reflection 
Group: there was in 1956, and r.here was in 1985. 
Perhaps one of the reasons for the difficulties in the 
Intergovernmental Conference in 1991 is that previ-
ously there had not been a Reflecrion Group. Now we 
have had this Reflection Group, with an open 
exchange of views between the representatives of 
governments and Parliament and Commission. So we 
starred the Conference in Turin. and from Turin we 
went to Florence two months later. In this rime we 
have nor yet started real negoLiacions. There has been 
a continuation of the exchange of views, perhaps 
more precisely than in rhe Reflection Group, but still 
the exchange of views. At the European Council 
meeting in Florence the heads of state and gdvcm-
ment discussed. this subject for a couple of hours. 
TI1ey practically all agreed it was necessary lo push 
forward, to enter into real neeotiation. This means 
· moving beyond the fichcs 1 we have had during these 
last months and to discuss draft texts. You probably 
remember the questionnaire~ distributed by the 
lLalian Presidency: draft ankles were sometimes 
"included. but we never entered into discussion· of 
them during these lasl few monlhs. Now the time has 
come to discuss in detail the articles of the Treaty and 
their modification. Of course rhis means we should · 
make clear which are the priorities. Perhaps in some 
areas the time is not ripe to have a discussion on 
articles and we should still discuss the underlying 
principles. But in other matters I think we should sLart 
examining the articles. We should start tomo1TOw in 
Cork, and then in the pmpcr lnlcrgovemmental 
Conference at the level of ministers in one wt!ek's 
time, to define the priority areas. We can then prepare, !n the Lwo weeks we have in July. in September and 
m the first wet:k:. of October. for Dublin I. This will 
cover a first package of suhji::cts .and perhaps of 
.articles. I think we can arrive at the Dublin European 
Council in December with a draft treaty: with 
brackeL~. and with some questions l"ully-claburated, 
while others are less so. But I rhink ic is necessary to 
arrive at Duhlin !I with a ::.ullkienl basis; othe1wise 
it would be difficull lo proceed in che first months of 
. (997 and finish in June 1997. Ai. you know, Lhe 
, European Council in Madrid stated that the Confer• 
ence shou Id end in 1997. There was not an exact dace; 
now Florence indicace.,; thal it should be June 1997. 
' "fiches'' = qucstionm1i11:s: tlocum,mts an 1htl different 
rnpics of the JGC (Citiunship. F.x1cmal RcluLions .. an<l ~o on) 
prepared hy the Italian Presidency for <.liscus~inn in the !GC. 
ijJ 007 
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282. June 1997. You say, Commissioner. in your 
paper that really in your view the aim of the lGC is 
modernisation, which ii. the phrase you use. Pre-
sumably that means adjusting the machinery to 
prepare for not only an enlarged Union but a Union 
for a fast changing world. ls that a right assessment 
and is the preparation for enlargement really quite 
central to this in your view? 
(Mr Oreja) I think it is both. First, I think changes 
in the 'freacy are inevitable. Changes in global 
outlook, and all the changes which have emerged over 
the last five or six years, make it necessary to have 
changes in the Treacy, even if there was not an 
enlargement. This possibility was something that the 
legislators were conscious of in 199 J and therefore in 
the Maastricht Treaty they said that after a few years 
there should be a new Intergovernmental Confer-
ence-there is no precedent for that. It is the first time 
in the _Treaty it is said that after a cenain number of 
years there should be a new lmergovernmentll.l 
Conference and this is in the Treaty of Ma.astricht 
Certainly, one of, the important reasons for the 
changes which have to be introduced is (and I used 
a word which is not very precise) "modernisation" but 
there is also enlargement. Enlargement inevitably 
requires some changes in the Treaty. So there are two 
elements which should be taken into consideration. 
One, the changes in society and in world politics in 
recent years, and on the other side the needs of 
enlargement. 
283. Do you foresee a time, Commissioner, from 
your own point of view when there will not be more 
changes in the Treaty? In a sense the Treaty is the 
constitution of the Union, and we feel, certainly in 
this country, that a constitution should be as far as 
possible a settled thing, a settled maner, and a 
framework within which other changes can take 
place.· New members of the Union involve some 
additions, addendums. to the constitution, to the 
Treaty. and we understand that, but otherwise is this 
constant pressu.rc for changes to the Treaty something 
we can ever expect to be reduced so we can all settle 
down under a settled Treacy arrangement for the 
Union? 
(Mr Oreja) First, the word "constitution ... What is 
a constitution? There are written constitutions, and 
certainly there are constitutions which are hundreds 
of years old and which are not written. We have the 
United Scates with a constitution which has had all 
these amendments added. The words "constitutional 
rights"' have been used by the Court of Justice with 
regards lo lhe Treaty. The Treaty is in a way a 
constitution which foresees the possibility ot· amend· 
ments .. These amendmenL~ arc introduced through the 
method of the Intergovernmental Conference. It is 
difficult to ~ay there will never be new changes to the 
Treaty, that this will be the last Intergovernmental 
Conference. But it is not healthy to say that in two or 
,hree yoars' time there will bQ a new lntcriovcmmon-
tal Conference, We ncc<111ome kind ot stablUty. It 
does not mean there will never be another lntergov-
. cmmcntaJ Conference, chat is impossible to say. But 
we should noc be ·always living under this kind of 
threat, chat in two or three years' time there. will be 
a new one. Let's try and stabilise tli.ings, given the 
perspective that at least eleven, and tomorrow twelve, 
states will try to join the Union. 
Sir John Stanley 
284. Commissioner, following your very last 
words. it has been said to us on a number 01' occasions 
as we have travelled through)Tlost of the existing EU 
Member countries that we need to· plan and make 
Treaty changes now against the enlargement position 
in which there are, as you have implicitly just referred 
to, some 25 Members of the EU. Commissioner, 
would you not agree that before the EU can achieve 
llnything like thac size le is going to require quite 
fundamental changes to key policy areas, such as the 
Common Agricultural Policy, and another key policy 
area is the whole pre.,.ent suucturing of the EU 
budget? Would it not be better to look in terms of this 
Intergovernmental Conference at the EU at its present 
size and then address at a later stage the implications 
of a membership of 25 or so, once it is clear chat the 
existing Members arc indeed willing to recognise the 
fundamental changes in budgetary policy and agricul-
tural policy in particular which will be necessary if 
there is going to be an enlargement to, say, 25 
Members? 
(Mr Oreja) l think that is a very interesting point, 
but we should .distinguish between the Treaty and 
policies. With regard to agriculture and funds, the 
Treaty probably does not need co be changed. Withi(I 
the Treaty framework changes can always be made 
to the operation of specific policies, such as the 
Common Agricultur4J Policy and the Structural 
Funds. The European Council in Madrid on 15th 
December asked the Commission t0 prepare three 
kinds of reports that should be presented at the end 
of the Intergovernmental Conference, whenever that 
ls. First, what arc the consequences of enlargement in 
general for the Community'? That is a very broad 
report. le ls already being prepared. Second, a report 
on the detailed consequences of enlargement-in-
cluding precisely the questions you mentioned on the 
Structural Funds and on Agricultural Policy-for this 
country and for other countries. This extensive 
exercise is also underway; and we have regular 
interim reports by Mrs Monika Wulf-Mathies respon-
11ible for the Fund and by Mr Fischler responsible for 
agriculture. Then there will be the lhird, which will 
be the opinion on each of the applications for 
accession. Except in the case of Malla and Cyprus-
because there we know exactly what is the date, 
which is six months after the Intergovernmental 
Conference. We do not know with how many 
countries the negotialions will start. There ha~ been 
a debate about this: do they all start at the same time? 
le will be tht: Council who decides with which country 
and when the negotiations are opened. I think we 
should separate two importanl but distinct exercises. 
One iii the oxerc:ise of whaL ,hould be changi:d in tho 
'l'reaty. What Is the Olhcr exercise? ll is extremely 
complicated. In the lcrrible year that will be 1998 
many things will happen. We shall have · the 
ratification of the Treaty for che different Member 
States, some by referendum and others by Parliament. 
141008 
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We shall have the opening of negotiations for 
accession. And then there will be all the dramas of the 
financial perspectives; that is a key problem which 
will start immediately at the end of the Intergovern-
mental Conference. Ic has nothing to dQ wich the 
Treaty but in a way it could determine some of the 
elements in the Treaty. But this is a different exercise; 
the exer.cise of having what will perhaps be callcq 
Santer I. as we had Delors I in 1988 to start in 1989 
until 1994, and Del ors II from 1994 to 1999. We shall 
have Santer I from 2000 to 2005, and chere will be 
discussed these two matters that you mention-the 
Agricultural Policy and the Structural Funds. But this 
is a different exercise from modification of the Treaty. 
285. When you say it is a diffe(ent exercise. surely 
it cannot be wise or sensible ·co move into Treaty 
changes postulating cenain fundamental policy 
changes in the future on those two subjects umil you 
know the existing Member States are going to be able 
to achieve chose policy changes? Surely it is erecting 
Treaty changes on an essentially false prospectus? 
(Mr Oreja) I do not agree. I do not think: $0. One 
question concerns the structure, and the structure is 
possible with more counaies or fewer countries. 
Within that, there can be one solution or another for 
the Agricultural Policy or for the Structural Funds 
because these are policies: They do not correspond to 
the strocture or the building. You can have this 
building and in this building you could have one use 
or another, the problem is that che building should be 
sound and should provide all the right conditions. 
Inside the building you could use it for one purpose 
or another. and that ls the problem of the Structural 
Funds. I think the consequences of the negotiation on 
the Structural Funds and the Agricultural Policy will 
probably be crucial co the approval by national 
Padiamencs of the Treaty, even though they are 
independent matters. But inevitably there will be an 
influence. Imagine that the principle of conditionality 
is a principle accepted in that negotiation, for the 
Structural Funds. Now you know there is currently 
condicionality of the Cohesion Fund; that is if a 
Member State does not accept a certain number of 
rules with regard to budgetary deficit, then the 
Cohesion Fund it rcccive,11 could be conditional. This 
is in the Treaty. What will happen if it is decided there 
should be conditionality for the Structural Funds. that 
is if a Member State receives Structural Funds and 
does not reach che standard of public deficit? Will it 
have the consequence of reducing the Suuctural 
Funds· payments? This is a key issue for some 
Member States, especially for four of them. as you 
know. Certainly in chat Member State there will be an 
effect on che ratification of the Treaty even being-I 
repeat-a different exercise. But the c:on.~equence is 
that the reaction of that Member State would not be 
very positive. This i~ what ( meant by two different 
exercises bur certainly linked one to another. 
Mr Gapes 
286. Can I ask" question aboutthc timetable'? You 
said you were hoping the agreement would be by June 
1997, hue the ac:tual t.exl of the Prc,~idency Conclu-
s.ions from Aorcnce is noc quite as specific as that. It 
says that the Council expeccs the meeting in Dublin 
to make decisive progress, which implies completing 
the Conference by mid-1997. , 
(Mr Oreja) Ye$. 
287. Mid-I 997 is not quire as specific a~ June. I 
wonder. given we had all the political t,roblems in 
Italy without having a govemmenc and the 
Reflections Group did noc actually get very far, is it 
not unrealistic to have a cimecable for the middle of 
1997 when we all know chere are political events and 
elections and things going on in a number of Member 
States which may make: it preferable to stretch it a few 
months? Would ic ,be better to have an agreement 
rather than a disaster? Therefore, is it not worth 
waiting a few months'? 
(Mr Oreja) First. with regard to elections in 
national states, lee me tell you as a national of a 
country which did not have elections for 40 years I 
salute with great satisfaction that there are elections; 
it is natural chat there are elections. This is something 
which fortunately enough has not been harmonised 
by the Community-to have one date for elec:tions! 
Elections are inevitable, they happen. So I do not 
think we should pay attention to this or that date. 1t 
is not the exact dare of June-it said "mid" which 
could be 30th June or 1st July. The idea js that ic 
caMOC be open-ended. it should not be open-ended. 
Personally, I did not fully realise when I saw 1996 for 
the Intergovernmental Conference, in the Treaty of 
7th February 1992. Why 1996? Precisely because we 
have many problems that arise in 1997 and 1998 
which make it ineviui.ble the Conference end mid-
1997 or end-1997; it is urgent co end in 1997. We 
mentioned the negotiations on the financial perspec-
tives which will be a central issue before che year 
2000. We have the Western European Union with a 
decision in 1998; we have another absolutely 
essential decision whic:h will be taken in March or 
April 1998 which is to decide how many Member 
Staces are going to join the third phase of the 
monetary union. All chese things will happen between 
the beginning of 1998 and during 1998. That means 
ending the Conference sometime in l 997-mid-1997 
or a little later --buc [ do not think we can leave it 
longer. This is the first lime the European Council 
gives a date-it was $aid in a very loose way in the 
Madrid European Council in December 1995, and 
now we have gone a step further and said mid-1997. 
I think that is right. · 
Mr Rowlands 
288. May I return you co the answer you gave to 
our Chairman a bit earlier about what triggers off the 
changes in the Treaty? ls it Lhat changes are necessary 
now or are they changes becau~e of enlargement'! Can 
we clarify and distinguish because you said there 
were two·? Let us distinguish beLween those proposed . 
changes co the TreaLy which you feel are necessary 
because of cnlargcmc:nt. and those which arc nccess• 
ary on their own cerms. For example, in your 
statement, paragraph 7. you make a very powerful 
plea for qualified majority and super-qualified 
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majoricy voting, and that in your statement is set in 
the context of an enlarged Europe. Those proposals 
in your view are tied to enlargement $Dd are not 
necessary to run the Community · as it stands now. 
What proposed Treacy changes do you think are 
necessary irrespective of enlargement? 
(Mr Oreju) Certainly the idea of moving towards 
an extension of qualified majority is necessary with 
enlargement 
289. With enlargement, yes. 
(Mr Oreja) With enlargement. I do not mean that I 
personally and the Commission are happy with the 
way it works today. We think there are areas where 
unanimity is demanded and is not necessary .. Let me 
give an example. I am responsible for cuJrure in the 
Commission, besides institutional maLter.;. We have 
three programmes that have been launched by the 
Commission, one on national heritage, another on 
translations and another on artistic activities. These are 
modest activities *ause the prinaple of subsidiarity 
means that it is up to the Member States (and I would 
say not only the Govemm~nts of Membec States but 
in my opinion by society in the Member States) lO 
pursue cultuol policies. Does it m~ sense that, under 
Article 128 of the Treacy, these activities should be 
decided by unanimity? Not in my opinion. I think it is 
not necessary. I think there are areas, very sensible 
areas. where I think it is acceptable that there is 
unanimity. But to discuss matters such as progr.immes 
supporting national heritage, or programmes support-
ing translations. and to have the possibility that one 
Member State blocks a decision adopted by I 4 
Member States-I do not think makes very much 
sense. Another problem concerns the combination of 
the unanimicy rule with the co-decision procedure. 
There are 8ICa$ where the idea of having unanimity 
and co-decision mi:ht co-exist, but I chink that should 
be only in a few cases. At I.he same time I am very 
respectful of the idea of unanimicy in some c:ascs-for 
con.~tiwtional changes, the accession of new states. 
own resources, l think unanimity should exist for 
these. As I sa.y, if today thd restricti vc use of qualified 
majority is not an adcquale solution alre_ady with l_S 
Member States, 1 think it would be noc accept.able 1f 
there are more Member States. If we reffcct on the third 
pillar, the way the third pillar has not worked well 
these two years since the entry into force in December 
1993 of the Treacy. The reasons are set out in the 
Opinion we presented before the opening or -the 
lntcrgovemmemal Conference-and perhaps we 
might have an opportunity of looking through that 
paper. We tbink some changes.should be inuoduced 
and one of the changes is to communitilriae a certain 
number of ideas which llf'C there, such as special. 
problems of immigration. asylum. These should be 
communitarised, and if communitarised, not accord-
ing to the principle of unanimity but by qualified 
majority voting. Therefore, r would like to say that 
lhere are some maners which probably already now 
should be changed to qualified majority. Decision 
making on others will be more c:omplicaled if instead 
or having 15 Members we have 20 or 2S Member 
· States. Then it would be impossible, and it simply 
could not work, to maintain unanimity for these. 
MrGapcs. 
290. What decisions have been blocked under the 
present intergovernmental ammgcmcnts which could , 
have been agreed if justice and home affairs had been 
subject to majority voting? The question really is, 
although it may not be necessarily tidy to have th!se 
differences, nevertheless it is the outcomes which., 
matter, is it not,· rather than the actual structu~s? 
Could you give an indicatiob of what it is ~t !5 
causing the concern on justice and home affairs !n 
general and what decisions would have been done m 
a different way if there had not. been this current 
system? 
(Mr Ort!ja) The operation of home affairs is. 
probably a uanslation into the third pillar of what 
exists in che second pilJar. That is, the idea of common 
actions, of common positions. of conventions. This .is 
a principle that probably can work for the second 
pillar. Matters of justice and home affajrs .were not 
included in the Treaty before Maastric:ht, and 
probably in the last months or weeks of discussion of 
Maastricht they decided "Let's put everything in, 
let' Ii have a coveT of something called the Union, and 
inside the Union lee us put lhe three pieces, one for 
Community mancrs and the ocher two for mattetS 
which were not included before--foreign and secur-
ity affairs, and home affair$." In these twO pillars, the 
question of foreign affairs and defence was the result 
of long reflection. The mechanism for this seco!ld 
pillar was also adopted. inunediacely, for the thm:l 
pillar. The result is chat the co-operation between the 
Member States in different areas such as asylum. 
immi;ration, the fight against terrorism. bas not 
worked sufficiently well. Lel me give one example. 
The con,rention on extradition has caused severe 
problems to many srates. It is very important because 
it cannot be accep{Cd that somebody who is con-
sidered a tcrrOrist in one Member State is not 
considered a terrorist in another-among countries 
who respect human rights and who ~ mem~ of 
the Convention of Rome of 19SO on Human·R1ghts 
and Personal Freedom. lt does not make sense thac it 
has taken such a long time to arrive at the old and 
traditional mechanism of a convention. Finally, they 
have reached a result in Florence. as you know. and 
some of the outstanding problems were solved a few 
days later. Finally we now have the ~nvention on 
extradition but it bas taken a long time. Probably 
illlltead of having this kind of mechanism there will. 
be communitisacion in some areas of this third pillar; 
things would work betier; Ultimately we ha"e to 
explain to the citizen what are the advanragcs of 
Europe. and one of the advantages of Europe is 
precisely in relation to home affairs and justice. I 
think there the individual citizen is conscious that · 
matters cannot be solved directly by one Member 
State alone and thllt. all Member Stares acting together 
can find better answers to the concems of insecurity 
which he or she feels today. 
Sir John Stanley 
291. Following Mr Rowlands' question,Commis-
sioner, I was grat.cful ro you for giving us one 
illustration oflhe area., where you feel that unanimity 
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might be replaced by qualified majority voting. but I 
have to say J was somewhat surprised by the area you 
ehosc-national heritage-which I would chink 
would be an extremely sensitive area in many 
countries. We had an interesting debate on a very 
important heritage stone in our own parliament 
yesterday. Commissioner, seriously on that point, 
supposing this area was.subject to qualified majority 
voting and supposing, for examp•e, as would be quite 
likely in this area the Commission introduced a 
Directive under which national art collections in 
Europe were to be made the subject of lending 
arrangements. I wonder if you could tell us how you 
believe the Spanish people, for example, would react 
co such an EU Directive uncler which they lost a 
degree of control over their abili.ty to retain in the 
Prado che Spanish National Collection? 
( Mr Or~ja) You must not suppose the Cummission 
must inevitably do stupid things! This panicular 
example is not possible under the Treaty. 1 
292. But it cou_ld be under q1,1alified majority 
voting. 
(Mr Or~ja) No, no, because --
293. You would not be able to veto it. 
( Mr Oreja) It is precisely excluded in article I 28( 4) 
of the Treacy. This is uot a possibility. I must say I 
raised che question of cullure because in my 
view-the.re might be others-the activity of the 
Union or the Community in cultural matters is 
perhaps modest-in the sense Lhat I think the only 
role that the Community can have in cultural matters 
is to see what you Cll.ll find in common in the different 
cultures which exist in the different Member Scates. 
I think it is difficult to speak of one European culturcT 
I think there arc cultures in Europe. I think there is 
not only one culture in each· Member State, in each 
Member State there arc different cultures and we 
should all be respectful of them. I imagine this 
happens in Lhe United Kingdom and I cannot speak 
about that. As regards to my country, I am a Spaniard 
but I am also a Basque. 1 am very respectful of the 
Basque culture and of the Galician culture, but chis 
does not rnean there does not exist also a Spanish 
culture which_ is a complement tu all these different 
clement!;. Probably the role of the Community wilh 
regard to culture, in my opinion, is to see what you 
can find in common in the different cultures. Let me 
give you an example. Perhaps you like the Baroque 
(I like very much che Baroque). In Italy you visit 
Martina Franca, or you vi$it Queluz in Portugal. or 
Salzburg or Krdkow-you see expres~ions of differ-
ent kinds ufBaroque; very different But if you go and 
visit in Cambodia, Angkor. you will see that that is 
cumpletely different again. You feel very comfort-
able in M:utina f-'ra11ca ,md in Sal7.burg and in any of 
the.~e big manifestations of the Baroque becau:.c they 
are very familiar Lu yuu, but if you go to these huge, 
immense monumenrs in Angkor in. Cambodia. you 
will sec that this is also Baroque but different. To,.~ee 
whal is common in che different manifestations ot'the 
' Hnnn(>nilkllion mc:tsuro.:~ arc e"plii:i1ly cxc:ludL"CI in the lielcl 
of culrure by An.121! nf the T•t<1ly. 
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B.iroque, chis is one of the modest · but I think 
necessary activities that can be pursued by the 
Community. This is perhaps something thal,I imagine 
docs not need unanimity in the decisions bul probably 
a majority. 
Mr Shore 
294. Commissioner. r am quite sure as a reason-
ably intelligent citizen I am quite capable by myself 
of visiting different centres in Europe and discovering 
what culcural heritage we have in common and what 
we have which is different. What I do noc understand 
is why the Commission chinks it should be interfering 
in the matter of culture:. The question I want to put to 
you· is this: you have mentioned national heritage, 
surely that is the lca.~t pan of the ambiliuns in the 
chapter which deals with culture'! Culture is not just 
about national heritage. museums and monuments, it 
is also about television. it is about radio. it is about 
the press, and a number of people think ic is also about 
sporting activities as well. These are areas which 
concern very much public opinion. people with 
different views and different ideas. This is surely 
simply a bridsehead Clause under which you hope [O 
make later advances in terms of the matters I have just 
raised with you? 
(Mr Oreja) Let me say l think it is very impo11ant 
Lhal you n1ention Che distinction between what is 
culture, what is the restoration of monuments-this 
is one thing-and the other which is television .:i.nd 
radio. 
29:5. You agree that is within it'? 
(Mr Oreja J 1 am also responsible for television and 
radio in the Commission. r can tell you char in the last 
Council of Ministers of Culture on I Ith June there 
wa.~ a common position on a new Directive. There 
were votes against by Sweden, and abstentions by 
Greece, Belgium and Ireland. bur all the other States 
accepted this common position. There had been a first . 
reading in the European Parliament and now it will 
come back (we are finishing sonte linguistic ques-
tions) on 9th July to Parliament. There we have an 
important Directive on che matter which you have 
mentioned. which is tdevisiun. There is a Directive 
on Television without Frontiers. What does it mean? 
le means we are trying to have in the interior of the 
single market a free circulation of services. As you 
know che!'e is a system of quotas in many of the 
Member States, countries like Sweden and France, in 
practically all Member State5-0nly five Member 
States do not have a system of national quotac;. This, 
of course. is an interference in the working of the 
Common Market. Therefore, there is a Directive. The 
Directive has the sole purpose. of achieving free 
circulation of services. although it includes provi-
sions concerning the defence of minors. public 
mordlity, publicity. and the right of response. Thci;e 
are the mancrs which. have to be in some way 
reiiulatcd but eenainly as an adjunct lo the freedom 
of circulation. There was one principle that was 
included by the Commission hut which was nol 
accepted by the -governmenr~-and. I accepc· the 
position of the governments and ( accepted the 
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common position on 11 eh June-which is chac 50 per 
cent of the broadcasts and programmes should be 
European. But this was not accepted by the govern-
ments and it was modified by the addition of the 
phrase "whenever practicable''. I aceepled this 
common position on 11th June and this will now 
come to the Parliament and will be discussed in the 
Parliament That means that with regard to television 
each country is free to do just as it likes, which is 
completely nonnal, the only thing is that there arc 
common rules aimed at ensuring free circulation, 
especially with regards to matters such as Lhose I 
mentioned. 
296. I would regard these as very conlentious 
matters indeed, and I would expect different countries 
wilh their different traditions to have, for example, 
very differe!1t views 21.bout what is acceptable in tenns · 
of public morality, protection of children, because we 
all have our different histories in these mauers and we 
have our different approaches. I would have choughc 
too that 1he business of trying to lay down a quota for 
European preference, as it were, in showing Lele-
vision is bound co be for us, I think. particularly 
offensive because we share a language with several 
hundred million other people of originally European 
origin who inhabit different continents, and quite 
naturally we should wish to give, reflecting our own 
public opinion, as much preference to Lhosc as we 
think fiL 
(Mr Oreja) Sure. 
297. Why is this a suitable matter for the 
Commission il.t all to be interfering in? 
(Mr Oreja) le is only to gu&rdlltee-chat is all we 
are doing-the. free circulation of services. Today in 
the area of television, this is not something which is 
concentrated in a single Member State-because we 
have satellites and there should be some kind of 
regulation in order to guarantee this free circulation 
of services. This is Lhe reason we made the proposal 
and apart from the small matter of publicity in three 
Member States. all the other Member States accepted 
unanimously to have this kind of very limited 
regulation.· But this is a separation which I quite 
respect, the idea of thinking it is better not to have any 
regulation whatsoever. T can assure you, you are not 
the only one who has this position. A new minister 
of a new government of 21. Member State prescnled 
that position in the last Council-a Member State, a 
country, which I know very well-and it is exactly the 
position which corresponds to your position. We are 
very respectful. Finally, these Member States also 
accepted the common position. 
Chairman: We llfe not the Heritage Committee of 
this.House. It is a fascinating issue and we could go 
on but we must move to other areas. I should ~ay this 
to n1y Committee raLher than you because you have 
been answering the questions we have put to you. Let 
us get on to the role of the Commission which is under 
examination in Lhe IGC, both in Lhe context of 
enlargemenl and in other conteic:ts. 
Mr Wareing 
29S. In your very helpful paper. Commissioner, 
you referred to streamlining the instirutions of Europe 
in preparation for enlargement. I believe the Com-
mission takes tbe view that there should be a 
reduction in the number of members per Member ' 
State in the Commission. in other words each 
Member Seate shoutcl only have one member of the 
Commission. 
(Mr Oreja) Yes, 
299. I wondcroow that would work with enlarg~ 
ment because there is a vision of perhaps 27 members 
of the European Union. Do. you see a maximum 
number of Commissioners? Do you see the possibil-
ity that some Member Swes will noL have a 
Commissioner, or that mayl,e we might have the sort 
of United Nations Security Council solution where 
there are so many permanent members and so many 
non-permanent members? What is your view on the 
developments in the Commission? 
(Mr Oreja) Lee me first answer the last part of the 
question. I personally would not .be in favour of a 
Securily Council mechanism. This was not discussed 
in the college but I will give you my view. I w~uld 
not be in favour of chat. I think the Security Council 
was a wise and intelligent method which was tried in 
the San Francisco Treacy in 1945 but I do not think 
it corresponds to the Community we have now with 
15 Member States or more; I do not think it is a good 
system. On the number of Commissioners, thii; matter 
was discussed in the college, it has been discussed but 
not in depth in the Intergovernmental Conference; ( 
imagine it will come up for debate, probably in a few 
weeks or months' time. In the Commission, after a 
long discussion, the position was that there should be 
one Commissioner per Member State. In the last 
paragraph in it'i Opinion, the Commission says the 
Conference should take into consideration in the 
fuwre.. in view of enlargement, the Commission's 
composition and structure. That is. the doors 21.re not 
quice closed to reconsideration in the future, but for 
the time being the Commission, after a long 
discussion, decided there should be one Commis-
sioner per Member State. I personally-nd I speak 
on my own behalf and not for the Commission-
would say that this was the view I had personally two 
years ago when I arrived at the Commission. [ have 
more doubts now. I see the advantage of having one 
Commissioner per Member State. l see also the 
advantage of having a smaller Commission with 
fewer Commissioners and with a high degree of 
legitimacy of the Commissioners' rol~specially 
that of the President of the Commission. giving him 
or her a wider possibility of selection ufCommission-
ers in relation Lo Member States. I am just expressing 
a personal view. The position of the Commission is 
clear today, that there should be one Commissioner 
per Member SL.ale. You say, what is going to happen 
with 27 Member States? Well, we do not know when 
there will be 27 Member States in the Community. 
Secondly. it would not be so extravagant co have a 
Commission with 27, · (magine how many govern-
ments Lhere are with more than 27 members. l think 
this is :,;omething that might come: in the future. For 
lhc time being the idea of being a representative of 
a national Member State in the Commission perhaps 
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permits more easily the association of Che people, the 
citizens, to an institution like the Commission. I have 
just come from Ireland and I am visiting Ireland again 
tomorrow to pai:ticipate in the Cork meeting. The 
position of the Jrish Government-and the statement 
made: only 48 hours ago by the Taoiseach was very 
clear-that Ireland would never accept chat in the 
Commission there is not an Irish national. I think this 
is a priority and, as you know. changes in the Treaty 
need unanimity, so I imagine this is a clear, fixed and 
definite position, at least for the time being. There 
were several remarks made by the Taoiseach and one 
of them was very clear in char direction. 
300. I do not think it is going to be all thal long 
before you are going to have a number of Eastern 
European states, Cyprus probably, as members of the 
European Union, and r would have thought we were 
looking to the first few years ofrhe next century when 
these will be members. It seems to me that in a sense 
this ts tied up with two things. One ii; the European-
isation of the peoples of Europe, so that for example 
an Italian would not be too warned if there was a 
Gennan dealing with regional affairs and there was 
no Italian on the Commission. The other thing which 
I think probably is even more important is in dealing 
with the democratic deficit and all of this is tied up 
with the powers of the Commission. If in fact Member 
States, and not just the Commission, have Che 
possibility of initiating legislation then one of the 
problems of representation on the Commission would 
be set aside. This brings me to the powers of the 
Commission. Do you feel the time has come when the 
Commission should noc have the exclusive: power of 
initiating legislation? Would not in fact the possibility 
of Member States, probably Parliament, actually 
initiating legislation deal on the one hand wich the 
size of the Commission and on the other with the 
democratic deficit? 
(Mr Oreja) You pru:ase a key question, and this 
matter is worth discussing at length, certainly. As you 
know, there are three pieces in the Treaty with ,·egard 
to the: question you have just mentioned. One is with 
regard to the Commission, which as you rightly said 
is che institution which has the right of initiative; the 
right of initiative which makes ii different from whac 
happens inside the Member States. It is true that the 
idea of an institution like the Commission docs not 
correspond co anything in the Member States; it is 
probably the most singular and original contribution 
of the European fathers. Certainly the legislators ·in 
1957 had in mind the idea that some kind of initiative 
should be given Lo Lhe Parliament and co the Council, 
and this was included in two articles. article J 38B on 
one side as far a.~ some kind of initiative of the 
Parliament was concerned, and article JS2 for the 
Council. Pal'liament or the Council do not have the 
right of initiative per SC but lhC right lO request 
proposals and these request~ should be taken into 
consideration by I.he Commission. As you know, 
. there is a code of conduct on the i:elntions between the 
Commis~ion and the Co1,1ncil and the Commission 
and the Parliament. ( negotiated the code of conduct 
with the Parliament and it was clear when Parliament 
raises a question the CommissiC>n is nut obliged to 
incorporate it as a piece of legislation, as an initi.a.ti ve, 
bul it should be given the highest consideration. 
Unless there are good reasons for the Commission not 
to incorporale the initiative of the Parliament, the 
initiative of the Parliament should be included. I do 
not know exactly how this litcle sentence is in the 
English version1 because it is in French that I discu11s 
this with Parliament, but it is clear that the Com-
mission should have good reasons not to include as 
ics own initiative an initiative of Parliament. The same 
thing applies with regard to the Council in relation to 
article 152. In the last Council of Telecommunica-
tions this week this question. was mentioned by one 
of the Member States. chat is to request a proposal 
from the Commission, and in the meeting of the 
Commission Comrni!\sioner Bangemann mentioned 
this question. I would say there that I think lhc: 
originality of the Commission should not disappear. 
That is the Commission as being the guarantor of the 
Treacy, having the right ofinitiative and defending the 
public interest. I think these are three principles that 
should be maintained. You mentioned before the idea 
of the Italian or the Gennan and how can one or the 
other defend cheir interests. I tell you very honestly, 
I had ro defend the national incerescs of a Membel' 
State as foreign minister for five years, and it was not 
a great effort for me when l arrived at the Commission 
co try to defend now the European interest. I chink it 
is possible. Nevertheless. I think it is useful if there 
is one Commissioner per Member State. He can better 
explain things about the country he knows best. but 
ultimately I think he should have in mind the idea of 
defending the common European interest. 
Sir John Stanley 
30 l. Commissioner, in answer co an earli"er ques-
tion you said that the Commission favoured in this 
cu1TCnt Intergovernmental Conference the communi-
cisation of immigration and asylum which of course 
would give the Commission the ·exclusive right of 
initiation of directives in that area. Could you kindly. 
list for us, Commissioner, the.other subject areas in 
both the second pillar and the third pillar where you 
believe that at this Intergovernmental Conference 
there should be communitisacion and therefore the 
righL of initiative of legislation given co the Com-
mission? 
(Mr Oreja) With regard to Lhe third pillar first, and 
then lcome co the second. In the third pillar there are 
two areas where I think we should exclude the 
communitisation, that is in everything connected with 
penal co-operation. criminal co-opcr,4tion, judicial 
co-operation in criminal matters. 
302. Exclude that. 
(Mr Oreja) 1 would exclude that and everything 
which relates to the police. ( think Lhcse lwo areas, to 
n1ake it simple, I would exclude these two areas. Then 
there is lhe enumeratinn of Arliclc K I , the long 
enumeration or Kl. In K 1 you have Lhe problem of 
1 Acc:ording LO ArL 3.3 of the Code of· Conduct where 
pursuant to Art. I 38B P11rlian1em n:qucsi:s lhi: Commission 10 
· ~ubinit lcgisla1ive propa:,als. the Comniission ".1·/rull ttJ.kl( tit,: 
urmn.rr ac:c:t>ullt t"4reof', 
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asylum, the problem of visas, the problem .of 
immigration, the probl.em of customs co-operation, 
external frontiers. These are areas where I chink we 
should discuss on a case by ca.,e basis which could 
be communitised, taking into consideration that 
already in the Treaty. Anicle K9 has envisaged the 
possibility of a passerelle (or bridge) co Article I OOc. 
That is that a certain number of . matters that are 
included could be. not communitised but passed 
through the po.sserelle. What would be the possibili-
cies of some of these activities being fully transferred 
co the first pillar? I mentioned these to see on a case 
by case basis which ones could be transferred to the 
first pillar. 
303. The only ones you would exclude from the 
possibility wo'u!d be police and whal, criminal 
sentencing, things like sentencing policy? 
(Mr Oreja) Yes. Judicial co-operatioQ, criminal 
mattei:-s, police, these I .would exclude. 
304. Just those. 
(Mr Oreja) With the others I do not mean chat 
necessarily I would have to include them all but I 
think on a case by case ba~is we should sec what can 
be communitised. Now, there is one question where 
I could have some doubts. What should be the role of 
the national parliaments in these cases when it is 
communitised? In principle, I would like not to 
intetfere with che first pillar working as it is, but 
perhaps it could be taken into consideration if-in 
matters of the third pillar--thc national parliaments 
should not have a word to say. That is a matter that 
I leave open. Now let us come to the i,econd pillar. 
My concern of the second pillar is not a matter of 
communitisation, I do not think it is an area.where we · 
should envisage communitisation. Probably I have 
the deformation of a fonner diplomat and foreign 
minister so I am very tempted by my old responsibil-
ities. You see, the problem with the Common Foreign 
and Security Policy is that probably the mechanisms 
which exist do not work properly. I think we should 
make an effort to make them work better. We should 
perhaps distinguish between Common Foreign and 
Security Policy and Defence. With regard lo the 
Common Foreign and Security Policy, is it not a 
surprise that there is not at the Union level a centre 
of planning as· it exists in all the foreign ministries in 
all the countries of the world? There should be 
something which is similar to a planning unit which 
draws on the information of the Member States, of the 
Commission, of the Council. That appears to be: 
reasonable. It does not mean that the foreign policy 
of the Member States is going to disappear. Of course 
not, that would be absurd, but are ther:e some actions 
which should be pursued in common by the Member 
States. If there ate, should we not uy to find the 
mechanism that makes thing11 work better? This is my 
main concern. Would there not be some cues whe1·e 
perhaps voting should be changed fcocn unanimity co 
majority voting? My main concern in foreign. policy 
is Lo have Instruments which work betrer than now. 
For example. you have a thing caned the political 
committee bul the political committee Is formed, as 
you know, by the political direct0rs of' the Member 
States. These political dircctoi:-s, where do they work? 
Where do they prepare the decisions? Only in the 
Member States. Would it not be more reasonable that , 
they meet more often, in one place. and that they try 
to put together all their knowledge, all their infor-
mation, and prepare better the meetings of · 
COREPER and chcn of the General Affairs Council 7 
How could we ensure that the General Affairs 
Council works better? The General Affairs Council. 
as you know, has two sides, one is the foreign policy 
and the other is all these matters which are not 
resolved in the other councils. I think we should make 
an effort that the General Affairs Council works 
better. I am convinced that most of the members of 
the General Affairs Council are not happy with the 
way it works. I think the effort we should make now, 
is rather than make many major changes in the Treaty, 
with regard to the second pillar. it is to make the 
second pillar work better. This is my opinion at least; 
it is the opinion of the Commission-to make things 
work better. One la~t word with regard to this. In a 
foreign policy position there are always two ingredi-
ents, one is. so to say, the diplomatic ingredient and 
the other is the commercial ingredient. This is often 
a source of complication in the Member States-be-
tween the Foreign Minister and the Minister of 
Commerce or the Minister of Economy. We have all 
lived wich this somewhere or other. This is even more 
difficult in the Union. In the Community. che 
Commission has the competence· on commercial 
matters. It· has not on diplomatic matters; it has a 
shared right of initiative with the Member States but 
only the right of initiative. I think things would 
function better if the Presidency and che Commission 
could work more together because finally there is one 
approach that has two ingredients: che diplomatic 
ingredient and the commercial ingredient. Sometimes 
one and the other go in parallel but not in coordinated 
action. I think we should make it work better. My 
conclusion is, let us make it work better. With regard 
co the second pillar, it is not so much a problem of 
communitisation but of .better working. 
Chairman 
305. If working better means.not everyone agree-
ing but most agreeing and overriding or going by 
majority towards some decision, that is what working 
better means, improved machinery .. can you give us 
an example of where that would operate without it 
coming up against the national intercsl'of the country 
that wai, being overridden or that was not part of the 
majority? We can see working better meaning 
everyone unanimously a,rees. that is line, but If the 
proposition working better means that one country is 
going to be overruled. on whal sort or foreign policy 
issucH--We are a foreign policy committee--would 
you imagine that countric!i could be overridden or 
majority prevail againsl a minority of one? What kind 
of issues? 
. ( Mr Oreja) One of rhe ways that [ would react to 
your question is to raise what. we call the Petersberg 
action11: everyching peacemaking, peacekeeping. cri-
sis management, these are what arc called generally 
the Pctersberg actions. Probably if we had had this 
meeting five years ago [ would not have mentioned 
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the elements I just menLioncd now. We would not 
~ave ~nvisagcd t.he ~ssibilicy of including these 
ideas m .the Tn::aty. Things have changed since 1989 
and I ch~n~ _thaL n?w m~ny Member Scaces envisage 
che poss1b1hty of mcludmc these activities inside the 
Trea~. We have three papers, as you know certainly. 
~ne JS che resull of the Berlin Conference of NATO 
m the first days of June. The second is a paper Lhat 
Wall pn:.~nted by the Spanish Presidency on behalf of 
the ~estem European Union. wich regard to the 
relation between the Western European Union and 
eh~ Eu~opean Union, which is a very interesting paper 
with different proposals. The third is the paper lhat 
w~s presented recently by the Finnish and Swedes 
with regard to whaL kind of actions could be included 
from the Western European Union, and incorporated 
mto the ~urope~n Union. I think these three papers 
are very mteresung, to see what is the framework in 
which we can now move with regard to these actions. 
T~e_se four acLions-peacekeeping, peacemaking, 
cns1s management and even humanitarian activi-
ties-these are envisaged now, even by some 
countries that were called neutrals before and 
militarily non-aligned now, such a~ Sweden and 
Finland. They accept thac these could be transferred 
to the Treacy. 1 think with regard to these matters we 
could envisage chat we do not have to make the 
dC:Cision between_ majority voting and unanimity. I 
th1~k ~hat oth~rw!~e there could be a majority. super 
maJonty, that ts different levels of majority, and even 
something which is rather new as a concept. that is 
the constructive abstention. That is where a Member. 
State decides not to join the action of the other 
Member States but does noc prevent the other States 
from going along in a certain direction. This is a 
~atter that could lead us to a malter that we have not 
discussed here today buL which is essential, that is che 
pro~!~~ o~ flexibility. I think the problem of 
flex1b1hty 1s something which has probably its 
relevance especially in the second pillar and also in 
the third pillar. I lhink it is very important that this 
matter should be discussed by national parliaments 
and_ certainly by the [ntcrgovenimental Conference. 
I think we !ihould find some kind of solution. This has 
not been discussed. I think il is csscnLial, that is to 
foresee the possibility that a certain number of States 
go along and take some initia'cive and one State 
decides to get out of that decision. 
306. An initiative in the name or the Union and 
under the Treacy? . 
(Mr Oreja) Yes. · 
307. Even though they are not unanimous·? 
(Mr Oreja) Yes. 
Mr Rowland$ 
. 308. As you have unfolded your thoughts and 
~dea~. let us. take the one about asylum and 
1mm1_gration. Sun::ly w~o comes into your country, 
~ho 1s allowed to stay m your country is an absolute 
tundamcnLal sovereign right of 1hat nation i.tate. You 
arc proposing that it be transferred to the European 
lev:I ~nd prcsumahly become i;ubject to Qualified 
MaJ<mty Voung, is that right'! 
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(Mr Oreja) Yes. 
309. That is what you are saying'? 
(Mr Oreja) Yes. 
310 .. I c:uinoL_ s~~ ho~ you say that is not extending 
the Umon s act1v1t1e.~ mco new areas. "r'ou say this 
~GC shoul~ have been makini;: the Treaty work, this 
1s noc making the Treaty work. this is a significant 
~a~sfer of funher power from nation state Lt\ Union, 
IS IC not? 
(}1r_ (!reja) Yes. What l mean is that this is a 
poss1b1hty that is open in the Treaty. Whal I think is 
the. way it has worked. this third pillar, has not been 
saasfactory. I understand this is a rnatter for 
discussion. The problem of immigration is a problem 
that h~ been very much discu!;sed over the last years, 
especially after the opening of frontiers of the 
countries of the old fonner democracies and after 9 
November 1989, and this is a matter of discussion 
c~ain~y. What I think is that if this Single Marke; 
ex1~ts, 1f ~e free circulation of people. of goods, of 
capital exists-and we accept this free circulation-I 
think it is inevitable that the Union also have external 
frontiers. We do not have cxlcrnal fronticri. today as 
the result of a matter that concerns two Member 
States; the controversy between these two Member 
States has prevented I.hose cxLcmal frontiers. I will 
not come to that matter today. If this matter is sol~cd 
finally, between chese two Member States, in a 
reasonable way, then probably these external fron-
tiers will exist. Then chere will be the different points 
o~ enlr)'-1.hc different ports and airports of the 
different ~em~r States-and this will permit really 
a good c1rculat1on of the people and goods inside 
these external frontiers. Then. the decision that is 
taken in one country concerns the others, I can 
understand that. [ know that is a very sensitive issue 
and it is especially a very sensitive issue for an island. 
Ce~i~ly you understand that very well, and I am sure 
that lt 1s not the same position for an island as it is for 
a country that is surrounded by other countries. 
Probably the scnsilivily of the c:iti,::ens of one country 
that i:~ an island is not the same as the sensitivity of 
the citizens of a country 1.ha.1. is :iurroundcd by other 
countries. 
311. ~'lay I ask you, as someone who is obviously 
c:Josely involved in all the.~e things, doing a rough 
h':ad co~~t how many States do you reckon support 
this posmon that you have just prcsc:nt.cd co us in 
relation co immigraLion anq asylum? 
(Mr Oreja) It is very difficult. I cannot tell you 
because there were statements made by different 
delegations. I am nol in a position yet, we arc just at 
the ·:;tart. 
312. Do you think it is a runoer"l Do you think this 
one is going to run as a very serious proposition? 
(MrOrej(I.) I think so. I think there is a view in most 
Member States thal immigration is a European 
problem .a~d it. will soon have a European answer. It 
~s very ~,f~cult.10 make a guess now bui I think there 
1~ a maJonty of Me111be1· State!: which arc in favour. 
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Mr Shore 
313. Could I quickly puc one question co you. ls 
not the problem that you have described about free 
movement and immigration. is not that problem best 
dealt with by a Schengen type arrangement under 
which those countries which are comfortable with 
opening their frontiers to the movement of other 
people without constraint can go ahead with that and 
those who do not agree with it should retain their 
border controls as we do here in the United Kingdom? 
(MrOreja) Yes, I think it is a first approach. T think 
it is a first step but I think it is an imperfect step. I think 
it would be more perfect if all shared the 8amc views, 
that would be the ideal. Therefore I do not think 
Schengen is an ideal solution. l think it is a firsc seep. 
314. I would have thought that was an example of 
flexibility. 
(Mr Orejo.) It is, but I think it is a bad example. le 
is a bad example because a good example would be · 
Schengen inside the Treaty, and not outside .. 
Mr Gapes 
315. Can I take you up on one of the things you 
have said previously when we were talking about the 
Foreign and Security Policy. The way you were 
explaining the position you had, I was not dear 
because if I read this document of the Commission, 
che Commission's opinion published shortly before 
Florence "Reinforcing Political Union", it makes 
clear explicitly that Qualified Majority Voting should 
be the nonn for a Common Foreign and Security 
Policy. If it is the norm then clearly it is noc just a 
matter of looking at Pete11:1berg tasks and extending 
into the European Union cenain matters, it actually 
changes the whole relationship of che Member States 
co the European Union. The problem that I have-and 
I say this as somebody who is pro European. pro 
European Union, believes in greater integration and 
all the rest of it-is that I cannot fore...,ee circum-
stances under which on an issue of vital national 
interest, relating to relations between this country or 
any other large country in Lhe European Union that 
we would be in a position where we could accept 
happily being out-voted on a matter co do with foreign 
and security policy. Therefore 1 cannot see how you 
would actually in reality be able to make decisions by 
out-voting large countries like the UK, Fnmcc, 
Germany, Italy or Spain or a small country even. 
Greece or Sweden? It just seems to me this is crying 
·to create structures which look neat and tidy but do 
not take account of the realities of international 
politics. 
(Mr Onja) I quite agree. le would be extremely 
dangerous for the future of the Union to take 
decisions on matters of foreign policy against the 
national interestS of Member States. It would be very 
dangerous co adopt the decision by majority or 
qualified majority or super qualified majority that 
obliges the Member Stares to join a decision which 
is against iL~ national interest. l think that would be 
a very bad approach. There is a word which is difficult 
to say in English because it has probably another 
····-·---.. ····----------
meaning, but 1 am '..;ure you will undei-scand what I 
mean. It is the word solidarity but let me say the words 
solidarite or ,solidaritiic are better than the English 
word. I think it is essential. T could never underStand 
the European Union working if the principle of 
political solidarity-I do not mean economic soli-
darity now I mean political solidality-is not at the 
centre of all rellections and of all organisations-. 
Imagine something that is. against the territorial 
integrity of the Member Seate. How could a decision 
be taken by majority, by all those Members affecting 
the territorial integrity of the country? What I am 
saying is not just something academic, you imagine 
what I am saying. The sensitivity of some Member 
Scates with regard to some parts or its territory which 
are not in the European Continent., you can under-
stand chat I think the sensitivity is very respected and 
respectful. So I could agree with your line of thoughL 
Moreover, I also think that unless chere is some kind 
of extreme case, as this one, there are other occasions 
when a Member Seate would not I ike to join a decision 
but could accept that others take the decision. This is 
something which is very clearly mentioned in our 
opinion. when it says; "'.There arc also times when 
some but not all the Member States wish to take 
action on a specific matter. It should be possible for 
§uch initiatives to have the status of Union measures 
as long as they arc not against the general interest of 
the Union and provided that the latter is duly 
represented". I can tell you that we did not write a 
paragraph like that.all of a ·sudden. It was the result 
of long reflection, before we put this into our opinion. 
We think that it is an interesting approach and which 
corresponds precisely to the idea of flexibility. This 
is a way forward we understand. Personally I do not 
like the word Hexibility, I think it is full of different 
interpretations, I prefer the way to say reinforced 
co-operation. 1 see reinforced co-operation as a 
certain number of States deciding to advance, 
reinforcing their co-operation in a definite direction, 
letting others stay where they are. I do not think this 
is possible in the Single Market because there would 
be a breach of the Single Market; reinforced 
co-operation and flexibility is very difficult in the first 
pillar. Then~ is one exception- monetary union-
which is in the first pillar. Otherwise 1 think,that with 
what the Single Market represents, it would be very 
difficult to accept the flexibility of reinforced 
co-operation in the first pillar. I chink it is possible in 
the second and in the third pillarll. The ideal area 
where this reinforced co-operation could work is in 
the second pillar. 
316. Is there not a problem that you are then in the: 
position where the minority of States who feel 
particularly strongly are faced with a situation where 
a majority goes ahead in the name of the European 
Union rather than having an ad hoe coalition for the 
specific issue.? My problem is that all States are then, 
even if they are known to be again$t the decision, 
nevertheless associated with it and that the Union as 
a whole has taken the decision in the name of the 
Union-even though it is clearly nol one which is· 
acceptable to a significant minority. 
(Mr Oreja) Yes. The problem has its exact 
141016 
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application not in the second pillar but in the third 
pillar in the case of Schengen. The reason why 
Schengen exists is really because there were Member 
States that, because decisions requested unanimicy, 
prevented progress. Then the others said: ''Well, we 
will make it work outside the Treaty". This is one 
approach. J respect very much those who think this 
ii; a good approach. I do not think ic is a good 
approach, l would prefer that this works inside the 
Treacy but this was something that was tried ac Che 
time, and Schengen works in a way in a certain 
number of countries. It started with a very small 
number of countries, others have joined, others have 
not yet joined. This is something that we will be 
discussing at the Intergovernmental Conference. One 
· of the most difficult problems of the Intergovcmmen~ 
tal Conference-probably because I do not· think 
many have a very clear idea of how it should 
work-is the problem of flexibility of reinforced 
cooperation. On other subjects, you are in favour or 
against-Qualified Majority Voting, unanimity. This 
is more dogmatic. You arc in favour of unanimity 
bccau~e you think chat one Member State has the right 
to prevent what others think is right, That is your 
view. I do not mean your'$ but a position. this is a 
position. That is very fundamental. You belong to one 
school of thought or to the other. The problem of 
flexibility, r think it is nol so much a dogmatic 
question but a problem where we must uy co have 
clear ideas. I need them and if you. as such a 
distinguished Commiccee, ~ould give the Com-
mission .ideas with regard to the problem offlexibiliry 
you can be sure they would be appreciated. 
Mt> Wareing 
317. r think you found some difficulty in provid-
ing a panicular example of where qualified majority 
voting could be used; perhaps you could have choi;cn 
some hypothetical ex:ample in am,wer to the Chair-
man's question before. I wonder whether it is helpful 
if I ·put some hypothetical cxample.!:i to you. Like my 
colleague I am very much in favour of che European 
Union. imegrdtion, and I would like to sec it pos.!:iible 
to have a Common Foreign Policy coveringjust about 
everything but. there are practical difficulties. For 
example, Britain has one or two difficulties arising · 
from che old British Empire. We have special 
relations with China over Hong Kong and we have 
still a problem with Argentina in relation to the 
Falkland Islands. 1 would have thought they would 
not be the sort of policies char could be subjected lo 
Qualified Majc,rity. Voting. If l may give another 
example, if the European Union decided to 11uppon 
Britain and say that for all time the Treaty of Utl'echt 
and Gibraltar shoulll be there I think Spain would 
quite rightly say thi~ is a matter between BriLain and 
Spaii,. 
(Mr Oreja) Yes. 
318. On the othe1• hand, if in fact the European 
Union were co say that there was a regime in a 
particular country. 1 will instance now, say, Nigeria. 
and that rhere shoulu be ~anctions against that country 
then r think that is an area where I would be prepared 
Received Time Oct. 1. 12:05PM 
to agree co Qualified Majority Voting. I think that is 
the difficulty. If we perhaps look at those sorts of 
examples that helps you wilh your case for Qualified 
Majority Voting. 
(Mr Ort:ja) I think. that is very interesting and I 
think the examples mentioned are very good. You 
mentioned che Falkland Islands. Rertiember the 
support ot' Great Britain in 1982 with regard to che 
Falkland Islands;· You remember the cen Member 
States then-because Greece had just joined the 
Community, and Spain and Portugal had not yet 
applied - and the way the other Member States 
backed Great Britain in the problem of the Falklands. 
This means what? This means to come back to the 
word I mentioned befon.'- solidarity. that is all. 
There was not a conflict between cwo Member States, 
chat is different. If there was a conflict between two 
Member States, and you mentioned one of the issues, 
then it would be more difficult. The idea of sanctions 
you mentioned, I think chat is a good example. I am 
sure not all agree on that area but certainly I do. I think 
this is che kind of approach needed. Remember other 
cases where common action has been taken. Remem-
ber the case of Rwanda where there was a common 
position by che Union. There is a doubc some of us 
have: should the new Treaty include a certain number 
of objectives that should be common actions in the 
second pillar? In a way cbey already exist. As you 
remember, Jl gives some kind of objectives. Should 
it be more precise'! Should it say that accions with 
regard to Central and Eastern Europe or the Mediter-
ranean should be common actions? And in chat case 
should there be unanimicy with regard to the common 
actions? Could we specify which are che actions 
which perhaps could be enumerated by a decision of 
che European Council and then implemented by 
majority voting by the General Affairs Council? That 
is a possibility. As you remember there is a list thal 
has a name because of the place where·it was decided. 
The Council in Asolo made a list of different 
priorities. Should these priorities be left only for the 
decision of the Council or should they be included in 
-the Treaty? This is a matter for discussion and 
certainly we will discuss this. Certainly rour com-
ment~ on these mauers would- be very much 
appreciated. . 
Chairman: [n the remaining few .minutes we want 
to return to other. issuci. but colleagues still want Lo 
come in on this matter. Sir Jim Lescer. 
Sir Jim ,Lester 
319. From a lol or experience of asylum and 
immijlration lcgislilli<>n in thill country I know that the 
Commission wu very reluctant originally to ~et 
involved in this question and il ww; prei1sure from 
Member Slates which brousht about the idea that you 
coul~ open1.tc asylum and immigration as a Com• 
munlty function. 
(Mr Ort/a) Yes. 
320. How does that intel'rehue because inevitably 
it interrelates with the communicisation of race 
relations and racial harmony within the European 
Union? I speak from a country which has a Race 
Relations Act. 
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(Mr Oreja) Yes. I am very conscious of the 
sensitivity in this councry with regard to lhe problem 
of asylum. I have seen in the papers the discussion 
that is taking place these days on the question of 
asylum. Certainly this is a problem that has arisen. It 
is a difficulc problem. What is under.stood by asylum? 
Is il people who have been persecuted for political 
reason11 or for economic reasons'? What is the scope 
of this a.~ylum? This is a matter that we have Jived 
with for years. Now 1 see chere is a special sensitivity 
in chis country. In princi pie this is one of the ideas chat 
is enumerated in Article K I and it is not one of those 
that is excluded. On the contrary, we think that the 
problem of asylum-bearing in mind the difference 
of situations. of those who are persecuted and those 
who apply for other reasons. which should be taken 
into consideration- we consider that asylum is one 
of the matters that should be of common concern, of 
European concern and that should be transferred from 
pillar three co pillar one. This is the position that we 
now have in the Commission. I think this is a position 
that is shared by most of che Member Scares. I cannot 
cell you precisely which States because we are not as . 
far in che Intergovernmental Conference, but we shall 
have the opponunity of seeing this next week. 
Chairman 
321. The European Court of Justice is mentioned 
in the Commission proposals. There are some views 
here. Commissioner, thar the Court is inclined to 
move away from strictly legal interpretations and 
produce political interpretations which worries some 
of us. Would you have a comment on that? 
(Mr Oreja) On the Court of Justice? 
322. Yes? 
(Mr Oreja) First, the Coun of Justice is an 
institution of fundamencal imporcance for the Com-
municy. I think che Court of Justice, among other 
things, has been insuumental in launching che Single 
Mal'ket and ensuring something which is esscnLial in 
the way the Community works-which is a level 
playing field. We understand that there the European 
Court of Justice played an importan·c role. There are. 
imprvvements cenainly which can be made in the 
operation of the Courc to make it more efficient but 
we think it would be a mistake Lo remove retrospec-
tive effects of its judgmcncs-1 know Lhal lhis is a 
sensitive issue but this is the position---0therwise no, 
sanctions for infrin;ements against the Single Market 
would be possible. This is something which we insist 
on very much. We think it would al~o be.a mistalcc 
to make· the Court su~ject co political pressure or 
review. Ic is very important co keep the independence 
of the Court of Justice. There is another matter. We 
discussed before the number of Commissioners: Lherc 
is another problem, which ill the number of judges. 
How many judg(o:S 11hould there be? If there ~ 25 
Member S1.ate11 or 27 Member States should there'be 
a.~ many judge11 or 11hould it be divided in chambers'? 
Should it work that way? Could we perhaps come to 
a compromise between judges and advocate-gener-
als. that is that each Seate has either one judge or an 
advocate-genel'al? These are matters which will 
probably be discussed in the lmergovemmemal 
Conference. l consider very important the role chat is 
played and will be played in future by the European 
Coun of Justice, especially, as I said, in ensuring the' 
level playing field, in everything related with the 
intemal market, the Single Market. Of course. 
sometimes we are nor happy with the decision of eh~ 
Court but that happens not only with che European 
Court but also a national coart. Certainly I think the 
role of che Court is exuemely important and we 
shou!d cake it into consideration. 
323. What abouc eicher a right of appeal or a right 
of the Council of Ministers or somebody to take the 
Court decision and say: "No, chat is not what we 
intended when we made the rules of the Treaty, we 
are going to change it"? Here in Parliament if the 
courts reach a certain.decision our Parliament has che 
power to change the law, I do nor chink the Council 
of Ministers or the Commission has any power to 
change a ruling handed down by the European Coun 
of Justice; is that something yon are happy with? 
(Mr Oreja) Not the Council but the Conference. the 
Intergovernmental Conference, can change it. That is 
che way it works. If there is something which you are 
nor happy with, we have the Intergovernmental 
Conference to change the Treacy, thac is the way. 
324. In theory. it is wichin the powers of the 
Conference co say: "This ruling by the ECI or that 
ruling is not in accordance with what we intended in 
the Treaty and therefore we are going to change che 
Treaty. change the law of the Union to invalidate this 
ruling"? 
(Mr Oreja) That is right, that the Treaty can only 
be changed by the Intergovernmental Conference. 
Sir John Stanley 
325. Commissioner, could I pursue that absolutely 
fundamental point further because the reality is thac 
the European Courc of Justice and the interface it has 
with the Treaty changes which you have referred co 
does produce a uniquely undemocratic situation 
amongst chc democratic members of the European 
Union. As our Chainnan has rightly pointed out. in 
any nation stare where the unelected judges produce 
a case law decision chat the .elected parlilll11cntari-
ans-lhe elected legislature--do not feel happy 
about, it is a relatively simple and swift process to 
change the law through the democratic pl'ocess. The 
fundamental democratic deficit in Lhis area is that 
. though theoretically lhe law can be changed, you have 
. to wait for the next lnter;ovemmental Conference 
and you can only achieve a· change if you can secure 
unanimity .amongst the EU Members to that change. 
(Mf Orl!ja) Yes. . 
326. Now, is not the Commi11sion exercised about 
thi11? We have a po11ition jn reality where the 
European Court can make law which can stand for 
yean, can stand almost indefinitely with no den,o-
cratic ba.~ii; for producing an early and swift change. 
Is that not a matter of concern and should not the 
Commission be addressing this issue'? Surely there is 
a profound democratic deficit here? 
~018 
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(Mr Oreja) Certainly if what is in the centre of the 
discussion is lhe matter of an Article of che Treaty, 
an article of che Treaty can only be changed by the 
rntergovemmental Conference. There is no othel' 
solution. This is one s~cificity. r must say probably 
tile .British system is different from a.II the others, just 
thinking of che role of the House of Lords which is 
di fferenc from what correspond.\ to an upper Chamber 
in any ocher Parliament. But certainly this is a macrer 
which can be discussed-this is one of lhe reat;ons 
why the Intergovernmental Conference is meeting 
now. 
327. Surely it must be a major priority issue for the 
Commission to try to address this. Commissioner, can 
you refer to any national Member of the EU where 
there is not the ability of the clcctccl democratic 
parliament to change the law relatively quickly if the 
unelected judges produce a decision which will be 
bindin~ in case law terms which the elected represen-
tatives feel is not acceptable? r do not believe there 
is any councry in rhe EU where rhac change in the law 
cannot be made relatively swiftly by the elected 
parliamenlarians. Surely rhere has ro be some 
democratic accountability of the European Coun? 
(Mr Oreja) Let me say one thing. The United 
Kingdom is the only counrl'y that raises this quesrion. 
That does not mean that it does not demand a great 
respect on the pare of lh~ other 14 Member States. But 
the possibility of an Intergovernmental Conference 
docs not mean that you musr wair for a very long time. 
You can call an lnter-Govemmental Conference at 
any time and you can change any Article of the 
Treaty. The pmblem you raise is a problem chat is 
unique as far as ( am informed and no other Member 
Scace has raised this question. That does riot mean that 
it should not be raised. We are at the right time co do 
so. You said before that it takes time before an 
lntcrgovemmencal Conference is called but we are in 
the middle of an Intergovernmental Conference, why 
not raise this question? You can be sure that we wou Id 
examine it carefully in the Commission. 
Chairman 
328. Could we just have a question on narional 
powers? We have touched on parliamentary issues 
but do you have particular views, Commissioner. on 
how national parliaments like this can play a fullel' 
part in the business of the European Union along the 
lines suggested in the Maastricht Treaty? 
(Mr Oreja) It is very difficult to see how you can 
do better. You arc an example nf the way you c:an 
pursue the accountability, in the work of the 
Comm unity and of the Com rn issi on, ttnd e5pecially of 
the Government. l think this iN Lhc very important r<)le 
of national parliaments. Na1innal parliament~ should 
have first good infonn11tion or what is happening; 
informlilion on Lhc initiatives of the Commi~sion 
should come immediately t() the national purlianients. 
and nutlonnl parliaments ~hould have tiine to reflect 
on and discuss these initiatives. I think 1herc should 
be frequent meetings of the Kpcci:il committees for 
European n1atters wirh the ~pecialist committees of 
the European i>al'liarne11L. The mcelings of the 
committees on European affairs from the different 
national parliaments-perhaps in an organisation as · 
one which exists today, COSAC-could be pursued 
in the furure, perhaps making it woi-k better. I am not 
in favour and lhe Commission is not in favour of 
cTeating a new forum for discussing matters like, for 
example. subsidiariry. You know lhcrc is a French 
proposal for creating the kind of forum Q/here all che 
national parliaments should discuss the problem of 
subsidiarity before it goes further in discussion in the 
Council. The Commission is not in favour of creating 
these new organisations but emphasises very much 
the accountability of the governments to the national 
parliament,; and the co-operation berween che Eu-
ropean committees of the diffe!'ellt parliamenlS. 
Perhaps throu;h COSAC, making it work better than 
it has worked so far. Everything can work better I 
chink. Experience has existed since 1991, the first 
meering of COSAC. Personally I have attended 
different meetings of COSAC in both capacities, 
European parliamentarian as well as a national 
parliamentarian-I think it is usef1,1l but it can be done 
better. Wedo not chink it is very useful tocrealc anew 
institution. 
Chairman: You raised the question of subsidiar-
ity; could we have a question on subsidiarity from Sir 
John Stanley. 
Sir John Stanley · 
329. Could you give us your views, Commis-
sioner, as to the Commission's view of the British 
Government's proposal that we should take rhe 
opportunity at this ImergovemmentaJ Conference to 
enshrine in che Treaty the basic subsidiarity guideli-
nes that the Commission is now working to which 
would have the effect, of course, that if the 
Commission failed to respect subsidiarity and dealt 
on a Commission basis with something which the 
Treaty provisions on subsidiarity .would result in 
those matters being left to nation states. the nation 
states would be able co litigate before the European 
Court on subsidiariry. In those circumstances, Com-
missioner, you might be more enthusiastic than you 
were a few moments ago in answering ·my previous 
question of having a quick means of altering 
decisions handed down by the European Coun. Whar 
is your view as to the British Qovemment's proposals 
that subsidiarity should be embodied into tile Treaty 
in this Jntergovemmental Conference? 
(Mr Oreja) Thill was an imponant debate in 
Member States and the European Pa.rliamcnl from 
1990 to 1991. 1 happened to be rapporteur on 
sub!lidiarity in the European Parlla,nenL-11.rtcr Gis• 
card d'Estains who was the first rapporteur, l was the 
second rapporteur on d1is matter. l had to concent1·ate 
very much on the matterofsubsidiarity, I tried to read 
a certain number of thinas. liri;t 10 understand what 
subsidiarity was. As you know iL WH mentioned for 
the first time in 1931 in a Papal enc:yclico.l. anti ·then 
It paucd to politics. As )'Ou prob11bl)' remember, there 
was a lnng discussion and Lhere were. two schools of 
thought: if subsidiarit)' should be included in the 
preamble of the Treaty or in the text ol' the Treaty. I 
was in favour of including it in the text, I wai; very 
much in favour of th:tt Finally, it was ununimity. 
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therefore it was included in Article 3B ofche Treacy, 
We had discussed it so much with regacd to Article 
38 and perSonally l wa.~ so much involved in Article 
3B inside of the European Parliamlilnt chac I can teli 
you that I would not like to move anything out of 
Article 3B. I know nothing is perfect but I do not !iee 
how to perfect Article 3B. I do not know-I mean if 
you gave me ideas l would appreciate that l cannot 
see how to make it better. I lhink the way it is 
presented with lhe chree different paragraphs-the 
idea of sµbsidiaricy. the idea of proportionaJicy. the 
scope of this subsidiarity spelling out the reasons why 
initiatives should be lakcn al the European level and 
not at the national level, what the reason!; are-I think 
it is so well balanced and so well included inside the 
Treaty, that you have a legal basis that can be invoked 
by anybody before the courts, that T think it should not 
be moved. It is true there was a British initiative taken 
in, as far as T remember, November 1992 at the 
European Council in Birmingham; there was a 
declaration which was approved by the European 
Council and then recalled again in the European 
Council in Edinburgh in December 1992. I think that 
the elements of this declaration are all right where 
· they are, as declarations. 1 would not be in favou1· of 
including them in the Treaty. I think the Treaty is well 
enough with Article 3B with it.'i three paragraphs, T do 
not think it is necessary to change them. But of course 
these arc ideas, and perhaps this . might be also a 
matter of discussion. T can tell you that in the 
discussions we had in the Reflection Group as well 
as in the fifllt discus$iori in the lnlergovemmental 
Conference with regard to this matter. I .feel that the 
large majority of Member States are in favour of 
leaving Anicle 3B as it is. 
Chairman: A final question because this has been 
a marathon session and we are grateful to you. Mr 
Oreja. 
Mr Rowlands 
330. On the subjcc~ of flexibility, you defined it for 
us a little earlier on and l was rather surprised in the 
limitation you thought this principle would have. You 
said it was going to apply to pillar two and pillar Uuec 
but you did not Lhink it had any real al)plication to 
pillar one. I think l heard you say that I must say our 
own foreign Secretary giving evidence a couple of 
weeks ago to this Committee discussing the word 
"flexibility" i;aid lhii;: "What the French and the 
Germans appear to be acknowledging is thaL a.ci we 
look to the European Union in the future particularly 
taking inLO account enlargement, of courRe, with 12 
applicant Member States lhcn w~ may have to get 
Ulled to the fact that on a pennancnl or semi-pcnna-
nent basis the1-e will be members integrated to 
different degrees." The Furcign Secretary was not 
talking about pillar two or pillar three, he was 
obviously referring to pillar one. He wa11 raising quite 
fundamentally lhe issue or whether the Maastricht 
Treaty, and indeed the Treaty ,,r Rome, the acqui.r 
,·11mmunau1alrt would ha.veto be simply impo11ed on 
every new applicant in the future which 1 always read 
to 1ne.1n thar ii. what Lhe Treaty of Maastricht said and 
~o on. Do you think thi~ broader ·view of fleAibility, 
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as defiaaEI by our own Foreign Secretary, has a chance 
of being ground in within IGC-? 
·(Mr Oreja) I hope not. r have read with grea~ 
attention che evidence of the Foreign Secretary in this 
Committee. I read the evidence of the different 
personalities who .come here because. I think it is 
extremely important. 
331. Alam, bt;llf. $1ong in your mind when you 
heard chat. · 
( Mr Oreja) I think it gives a clear idea first of the 
principle of accountabrnty. lam very much in favour 
of that, r think it is essential. With regard to what wa:; 
mentioned, especially with regard to the Kohl-Chirac 
· proposal. my interpretation of the Kohl-Chirac 
proposal, and I think the impression of everybody, is 
that this concerns the second pillar. T think lhat is 
clear. If you read the letter of the Head of State and 
Head of Government, what is envisaged is not the first 
pillar but the second pillar. I think the idea is that the 
European Union must take Lhe possibility of finding 
a kind of co-operation, of integration, between those 
Member.; who want progress fa~ter and funher in the 
attainmerit of the objectives of the Treacy possible. 
The idea of flex.ibilicy is not. shall we say, an ignored 
institution inside the Treaty because the idea of 
flexibility exists, a~ you know very well, in the Treaty 
and has been applied in the different case5 of the 
accession of che Member States. 
332. In the form of opt outs? Transitional arrange-
ments? 
( Mr Oreja) Accei,sion usually involves transitional 
periods. When· Spain joined years ago. there was not 
immediately a full application of Community law. le 
is not a matter of opt-ou~, it is a matter of countries 
that do not meet the con.;litions at a cenain stage· and 
that need a certain time. In regard to the Treaty was 
the monecary union. Monetary union was considered 
as inevitable once the Single Market was going faster, 
and was studied, as you remember, at the Intergovern-
mental Cimference. The idea was to decide only on 
the matter of monetary union and finally one or two 
other maners. Now, facing the future I think we 
should envisage the possibility of this progress 
-faster and funher in the attainment of the objectives 
of the Treaty-but this should be envisaged only after 
exhaustion of all other p.:,ssiblc forms of action 
involving all the Member States under Lhc TrCi!ly. l 
think tllat the Treaty should not be given the facility 
ofimmediately defining the possibility of this flexible 
appmach bul 1 l.hink the Treaty should be first tried 
and exhausted -- · 
333. Last resort. 
(Mr Ore/a) This is an idea, shared or not. Some 
,night think lhat the idea of flexibility could be 
defined immediately. Others,,especially at the Com• 
mission, think this should noc be po1t'!lible. Here I must 
say that when we discus5ed-n<>t in depth. because 
we have not yet discussed in depth-Lhis mauer in the 
Intergovernmental Conference, there wa.'i a certain 
number of Pri!'c:iple!II that were shared prnetic11lly by 
all uf the Meinber States. Which were the.'ie princi-
ples'! The~e principles were that flexibility must 
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re~pcct the i~ea. first of compatibility M this approach 
with the obJecuves of the Treaty and of the Union; 
second, the idea of the consistency with the institu-
lional framework of the Union; rhird, this should not 
be closed to others but give rhe opportunity for other 
Member States which are willing and which are able: 
to join to do so al any time. Finally, and this is 
essential I chink, satcguarding the Single Markee and 
Che policies 11.Ccompanying the Single Market. That 
means it would be excluded, . lhe possibility of 
flexibility with regard to the Single Market. This is 
what I mentioned before. I do not mean all the first 
pillar but certainly the Single Market. These are 
necessary conditions in my opinion. perhaps noc 
sufficient but certainly necessary, chat should be 
taken into consideration in order to envisage this 
possibility. Tomorrow probably J shall know more 
about flexibility because this will be one of the items 
in the order of business of the Cork meeting which 
the special represencatives will accend. 
. Chah'man: Two very final questions, very briefly 
please. Sir John? · 
Sir John Stanley 
334. Commissioner, you have very helpfully this 
morning talked about a lot of Che decail of the 
lntergovemment.al Conference. Could. T ask you a 
very broad que8tion. Jn our European democracy che 
attitudes of the citizens of Europe Lowards the EU is 
ultimately of d,e most apparent importance. Would 
you not agree that looking broadly over the last seven 
or eight years the pattern has been of a rising tide of 
disenchantment towards the European Union by the 
citizens of fauope? The no votes of just the three 
countries which had referenda on Maastricht were 
much higher than were expected. We.were told when 
we went to Sweden that if a referendum was held now 
in Sweden as co whether Sweden should be a Member 
of Che EU lhe rererendum would be lost certainly. In 
this country at our forthcoming general election we 
will have an unprecedented number of candidates 
standing on anti-EU platforms in our elections. 
Against that background, Commissioner, would you 
not agree lhat there is a real danger that if the 
Commission continues to press the process of 
European integration harder and ha1·de1· chat Che 
wheels of the chariot are in danger of falling off'? 
(Mr Ortja) Let me come first co something you 
mentioned about the candidates in the election. What 
1 am not sure is thac the candidates will be elected, ir 
the polls are right. Because l have heard and read thau 
the polls sa>' thal 56 per cent-56 per c:ent--0f the 
British people are in favour of the Union. lf this poll 
is cor,ut it incans that the majority of the British 
people are in favour. l think these candidates must be 
well aware or this re11ult. That is one question. 
Secondly, it is true that there is a disenchantment. 
That is true everywhet~. or prubably in mo8t 
countries. if not in all counLrics. Bull Lhink that is for 
many reasoni;, l lhink the ciLi:a:n ha.s some disen-
chantment becaullc Lhcre ii; a. problem of 
\lnemployment and he wants to have answers to the . 
problem or unemploymen.t. This is a key issue. We 
have not mentioned one word during all the sc11sion, 
Received Tlme Oct. 1. ,12:0SPM 
and I would like co mention it now because J think it 
is essential. Jt is the word "competitivity". 
335. Competitiveness. 
(Mr Oreja) Competitiveness ii, something essen-
tial. Nowadays, with the globalised economy, if we 
do not have competitive economies and ff we do noc 
pursue liberalisation and deregulation in key areas 
such as telecommunications, Clletgy, transport, it will 
be very difficult co overcome lhe cha\lenges, the main 
challenges that our economies face. For many 
Member States the policy of' liber.ilisation and 
deregulation in these key areas, by the Commission. 
has been essential. If the Commission had not taken 
the in.itiatives it did, starting with the Single Market 
and continuing especially during these last few years 
in these specific areas, probably it would have been 
extremely difficult for many Member Scates to. take 
the decis~ons chat have been taken. I have in mind 
some Member States in particular, especially one, but 
11!,any Member States have been affected and you 
know how many. That is not the case in Britain, 
Britain started many years ago a policy of liberalisa-
tion. It swted during the 1980s and other countries 
started during the 19905. In 1985 the European 
Parliament had to bring the Council before the Court 
because in relation to air transport there had not been 
one single step forward by the Council iri the 
liberalisation of the u-ansport policy. Thanks to that 
initiative. the Council had to take a <:crtain number of 
decisions. nie liberalisation of air transpon policy 
was achieved in 1992 -that was the last package-
with a period staning in 1996 of a full liberalisation 
of the process. The same is happening in Che area of 
telecommunications. All telecommunication is liber-
alised afcer I January 1998, there will be some 
exceptions for some Member States, but some of 
them will also liberalise before lhal date. l think the 
Commission ha,:; played a very important role in this 
matter of liberalisation. We must explain to ciliz.ens, 
what the role of the Commission is, and of the 
European Community and the European Union as a 
whole, in crying to make more compclitive our 
economies in a way that would not have been possible 
if we had nol worked all together. It is not the case 
or Britain, Britain did it before, but T think in general 
for most Member States it is necessary to explain lhe 
result. There is disenchancmenc, there is disenchant-
ment because there is a problem uf fobs. There is a 
problem of unemploy_ment and there is a problem of 
insecurity. I think these are the two main challenges 
that our citizens face today and we have to explain to 
chem Chat to give an answer to these matters we can 
probably do it better together. 
Mr Shore 
336. Commi11sioner. is there not a direct link 
between competitiveness-I agree witti what you had 
to say about that-and flexibility as applied to pillar 
one of the Treaties? l would argue certainly 1hat it is 
essential to the future compctiti11encsR or the British 
economy that we do nol go ahead a11d join with the 
rcsl of Europe in a single c:urrcncy, ·r1111.t is pan uf the 
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essential competitiveness and fiexibili:tf ,as I see it. 
My conservative colleagues, alrhoughnot necessarily 
myself, although I have certain reservations about it, 
would argue the. same about the opt-ouc .from the 
Social Protocol of the Treaty. They would argue that 
it is essential for their competitivcne11s and it is an 
essential part of the flexibility of the Treaties. As I 
understood it your general position was that opt outs 
are not your conception of an acceptable form of 
flexibilicy as applied to pillar one. 
(Mr Oreja) That is correcL Exactly, that is my 
meaning. I am against the opt outs but,the opt out is 
one thing and another is what you mentioned about 
single currency. With regard to the single currency, 
there is a certain number of countries that will not 
fulfil the criteria of Maastricht and will not be able to 
join; there are some countries who have decided they 
will not join; and orher countries who have decided 
they will join after a decision of parliamenL That is 
the case of Germany and chat is the case of Sweden 
and that might be the case of other countries. Even if 
,.mt\rc is autonom} ·oor.wc1.m,what the Treaty says and 
.J.:iiui-ng the Eumpean.t>i1rn,ctary Union, it is inevitable 
thac ultimately it W:iU·be1up co parliaments co make Che , 
final decision. Titis was expressed by some of lhc 
•rrarliaments, such as 'Germany and Sweden, but it will 
be made prohab~y by uther parliaments also. This is 
a different case;, ·f.i:iii, .is a case if you like of flexibility. 
d1at is alrc&1ly corweiv.ed for monetary union. But J 
do not think that for the,good of Europe in fucure chis 
opt ouc is a good system. That is my view but l respect 
very much the other vrews on this, and I think the 
Intergovernmental Conference will be a good forum 
to discuss all rhcsc matters. 
Chairman: Commissioner Oreja, we are begin-
ning to couch on great new issues which will require 
two and a half hours more but we are all human beings 
and we do respect very much your energy and 
patience in answering our questions for a very long 
period. For us this is of great use and help in 
formulating our views and we are extremely grateful 
to you and your colleagues. Thank you very much. 
Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from Commissioner OreJa 
Following·my appearance before che Select Committee I would like to thank you and the distinguished 
members of the Committee. I was extremely impressed by rheir knowledge and obvious expertise of the 
subjects which were raised as well as by the precise questions. 
For Che record, I would like to clarify one issue which was discussed after my imei:vention. on which I 
am not sure if I was sufficiently clear and well unden;tood. I refer to rhe subject of culture and the powers 
of the Union in rhis field, which as you know. also fall under roy responsibilities in the Commission. 
Article 128 of the Treacy confers upon European Union rhe competence to supplement the action of lhe 
Member States in the field of Culture within the framework of the principle of subsidiarity. Cultural 
policy-making, thus remains within the exclusive respomiibility of the competent national aulhorities. 
Under Aniclc 128 "the Community shall contribute to the flowering of the culture of the Member States, 
while respecting their national and regional diversicy and at the same time bringing the common cultural 
hericage to the fore''.- This is done supporting imd supplementing their action in certain area.,; such as: 
-the improvement of.the knowledge and dissemination of the culture and history of the European peoples: 
-the conservation and safeguarding of cultura/ heritage of European significance: 
-and the artistic and literary crcaLion, including the audiovisual sector. 
To implement this objective, the Council. according lo the procedure of co-decision shall adopt measures 
unanimously. Any hannonisation of laws and regulations of Member States in this field is explicitly excluded 
by the treaty. 
I would therefore like to stress that any Community action in the field of culture does not and will not aim 
at intc:rfering in the Member states cultural policy making, but rather to encourage and suppnn their actions. 
This is' the case for example of the Raphael Programme aimed to promote and contribute financially to the 
proteetion of national heritage. In this context, the requirement of unanimity for such programmes has in 
practice given rise to delays. · 
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